Ordered distribution of membrane-associated dense plaques in intact quail gizzard smooth muscle cells revealed by freeze-fracture following treatment with cholesterol probes.
The surface distribution of membrane-associated dense plaques in intact quail gizzard smooth muscle cells was investigated by freeze-fracture. Replicas of fractured smooth muscle cell plasma membrane showed caveola-free regions with few intramembrane particles, interspersed with caveola-populated areas with a higher intramembrane particle density. Electron microscopy of thin sections of quail gizzard smooth muscle revealed the regions free of caveolae to be occupied by membrane-associated dense plaques; anchoring sites for the contractile filaments of the cell. Demarcation between the caveola-populated and caveola-free regions on the relicated intramembrane surface was not clear and thus provided little information concerning the distribution of dense plaque sites. However, treatment of the smooth muscle tissue with the cholesterol-binding agents filipin or tomatin prior to freeze-fracture allowed the dense plaque sites to be easily observed as the sites remained free of the membrane deformations characteristic of these agents. The dense plaque sites consist of caveola-free oval areas juxtaposed in regular bands that traverse the long axis of the cell. The dense plaque sites on the freeze-fracture replica were confirmed by electron microscopy of thin sections of filipin-treated quail gizzard smooth muscle cells, which showed the plasma membrane associated with the dense plaques to be unaffected by the actions of filipin, whereas that of the caveola-populated region was severely deformed. The observations presented in this study provide evidence for a highly ordered distribution of dense plaques at the cell surface of intact quail gizzard smooth muscle cells and thus corroborate existing evidence for an organized substructure of smooth muscle cells.